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Raphaël Quenehen, How does it feel to be on tour in the Baltics with your friends of 

Papanosh, a band which celebrates 10 years of uninterrupted and intense music 

fellowship? 

it’s a great pleasure to continue the story we began with Petite Vengeance two years ago. We 

definitely loved the audiences here and their open-minded approach of jazz and musical 

languages (with modern and folk music). I love to tour with Papanosh because we are like a 

family and enjoy a lot discovering food and people as real inspiration for the music. We 

could say that "we play the place we are", and I am pretty sure that it will sound great in these 

countries. Good to be back in Finland and to discover Estonia, Latvia Lithuania and Poland 

with the whole band.  

So Papanosh is a 10 years old band, a meeting of friends from the high school. Four of the 

guys met in the high school jazz big band, discovering together Mingus' stuff, improvisation, 

etc... When we create papa nosh, it was a sextet in the very first times, having fun with 

traditional eastern music, free jazz, the band included a violin player. When he left the band, 

we had a standard hard bop quintet, and we started to create our music based on original 

compositions at the cross of our further influences. We never stop play together even in times 

there weren't so much gigs ...  

 

 

  



 

Your third album has been released on Enja Record. How did you came with the name 

“A Chicken in a Bottle”? 

The name of the album is also the name of a song I composed. It's a tribute to Eric Dolphy, a 

great saxophone and clarinet player I love, who sounded like a crazy bird. So this song is like 

a champagne bottle of Dolphy's spirit. And the name was absurd and good to explain our 

music which is sometime dramatic and sometime funny !!! 

 

Tell us about your concert in New York, your recording there with Marc Ribot. How 

was this visit? Do you know already when does this fourth album of Papanosh is to be 

expected? 
We recorded on January 17th  in Brooklyn with Marc Ribot and Roy Nathanson as guests. We 

met Roy three years ago and made a great project on Charles Mingus music (Oh Yeah ho - 

enja Yellowbird / label Vibrant). The connection was immediate between us. Roy is an 

incredible sax player and a poet who bring a strong emotional dimension into the music. We 

thought about creating a new project together when Papanosh got a gig in the Winter Jazz 

festival in New York.  we jumped at the opportunity to record new music with him and Marc 

Ribot who is an old Roy's friend. We wrote simple and powerful songs and are very satisfied  

about the result. We plan to release it next winter.  
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